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Surface aﬃnity, orientation and ion pairing are investigated in mixed and single solute systems of
aqueous sodium hexanoate and hexylammonium chloride. The surface sensitive X-ray photoelectron
spectroscopy technique has been used to acquire the experimental results, while the computational
data have been calculated using molecular dynamics simulations. By comparing the single solute
solutions with the mixed one, we observe a non-linear surface enrichment and reorientation of the
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organic ions with their alkyl chains pointing out of the aqueous surface. We ascribe this eﬀect to ion
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the alkyl chains from the surface in combination with van der Waals interactions between the alkyl chains.

paring between the charged functional groups on the respective organic ion and hydrophobic expulsion of
These cooperative eﬀects lead to a substantial surface enrichment of organic ions, with consequences

rsc.li/pccp

for aerosol surface properties.

Atmospheric aerosol particles aﬀect the global radiative
balance, directly by scattering of sunlight, thus increasing
Earth’s albedo, and indirectly as a major source of cloud
condensation nuclei. The net eﬀect has been identified by the
UN Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) as the
major uncertainty in climate models.1
In the atmosphere there are species of both natural and
anthropogenic origin incorporated into aqueous aerosols. The
aerosols can contain inorganic ions from the sea, organic compounds from both direct emissions and decomposition of biomaterial, soot from combustion, pollutants and mineral particles.
Depending on the environment, organic compounds constitute 20–90% of the submicron aerosol mass.2 Many atmospheric organic compounds are formed by reactions between
primary hydrocarbon molecules and radicals resulting in the
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formation of e.g. carboxylic and amine groups, making them
water-soluble seeds for cloud droplets. Most of the atmospheric
organic aerosol are in fact formed through gas-to-particle
conversion, resulting in so-called Secondary Organic Aerosols
(SOA). The SOA consist of a multitude of compounds,3 including
alkyl amines and carboxylic acids. Surface phenomena and processes are important for aerosols. First, the surface is where mass
exchange with the environment, i.e. condensation and evaporation, takes place, and its surface tension is a key parameter in
Köhler theory of water condensation into liquid droplets.4,5
Second, the surface composition strongly affects the total
aerosol composition over time as surface species are more
exposed to incoming radicals and other gaseous compounds.
In particular, some organic molecules have been shown
to influence key surface phenomena and processes, such as
surface tension,6,7 form hydrophobic surface layer that could
strongly influence condensation and evaporation rates,8–11 as
well as the chemical aging of the aerosol.12 Via aerosol growth
and cloud condensation nuclei (CCN) activity, these effects in
turn impact on the radiative forcing.
These processes have inspired investigations of the surface
propensity of selected representative molecules in aqueous
solutions.13–15 These investigations show that the surface
composition generally differs from the bulk composition, both
in terms of speciation and concentration. The surface enrichments can vary depending on species and conditions, and one
to two orders of magnitude higher concentrations have been
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reported for relatively small organic compounds.16,17 Such composition differences between surface and bulk are, however, not generally taken into account in current climate models, which rather
consider the surface to have the same composition as the bulk. The
atmospheric science community is now beginning to recognize the
need to include surface-bulk composition differences in climate
models,18 making it crucial to improve our molecular level understanding of atmospheric surface phenomena and processes.
Atmospheric aerosols usually contain not only one species, and
by using a model system containing a mixture of two organic
species we are able to study a situation that is closer to the natural
conditions than reported in studies so far. We have chosen an alkyl
ammonium ion and a carboxylate ion, which both are important
types of organic compounds in aerosols. The surface propensity of
such a mixed organic solute solution is studied in comparison to
the neat solutions using a combined experimental and theoretical
approach to provide qualitative information on surface composition. We show that both organic ions are strongly surface enriched
and that the mixture of the two exhibits even higher surface
enrichment than the individual species. Lastly, we explore the
microscopic mechanisms behind this cooperative eﬀect.

1 Methods
1.1

Experimental section

The data was recorded at the undulator beamline I411 at MAX IV
Laboratory, Lund, Sweden,19 using the surface and chemically
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sensitive X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS) in combination
with a liquid jet. This well established technique has been
described in detail previously.20 Shortly, the sample is introduced
into the experimental chamber through a 20 mm glass nozzle
pushed by a HPLC pump and is exposed to the X-ray beam after
about 1 mm downstream, depicted in Fig. 1b. The electron
analyzer used was a Scienta R4000 mounted in 54.71 (the
so-called magic angle)21 relative to the polarization plane of the
synchrotron light and perpendicular to the liquid jet to cancel out
angular emission eﬀects.22 We assume that the equilibration
times are fast enough to equilibrate the sample volume before it
reaches the interaction zone; this has been discussed in ref. 15.
Two core levels have been probed, C 1s at 360 eV photon energy
and N 1s at 480 eV photon energy giving electrons with kinetic
energies at about 66–71 eV and 72–75 eV, respectively. According
to the universal curve of mean free path, electrons with these
kinetic energies will result in a surface sensitive measurement,
with an effective attenuation length that is estimated to be about
5–10 Å.23–25 We estimate the energy resolution based on the full
width at half maximum of the gasphase 1b1 peak to be about
0.40 eV, this includes experimental broadening. The precision of
the binding energy peak positions is estimated to be in the
order of 0.1 eV. The photoelectron signal is proportional to the
abundance of the corresponding atom at the surface after
normalization to the acquisition time and synchrotron ring
current, which is a measure of the integrated photon flux.
50 mM LiBr solutions have been measured in direct succession
of the experimental samples monitoring the signal stability by

Fig. 1 (a) Schematic illustration of the liquid jet and a snapshot from the MD simulations of the mixed solution’s surface showing ion pairing between the
organics. In the MD-snapshot the atoms are illustrated as: carbon in green, hydrogen in white, oxygen in red, nitrogen in blue, sodium in light blue and
chloride in orange. (b) Illustration of the acquisition of XPS data.
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Paper
Solutions and their pH values

Solution

pH

100 mM HexylammoniumCl
100 mM NaHexanoate
50 mM HexylammoniumCl
+ 50 mM NaHexanoate

7.6
7.4
7.4

comparing the emission from the 1b1 liquid water valence
state. The small amount of salt in the stability measurement
solution is added to increase the conductivity and reduce
charging of the jet.26 The data have been energy calibrated to
the 1b1 liquid water valence state, positioned at 11.16 eV27 and
analyzed using IGOR Pro (WaveMetrics, Lake Oswego, OR) with
the fitting procedure SPANCF.28 Voigt line profiles have been
used for peak-fitting to accommodate for lifetime and experimental broadening.
All samples have been prepared with deionized water
(18.2 MO cm, Millipore Direct-Q), ultra sonicated and filtered
(Whatman Puradisc Fp30 syringe filter with a pore size of
1.2 mm). All chemicals have been commercially bought with a
nominal purity of at least 99%. The hexylammonium solutions
were produced starting from a hexylamine solution diluted with
deionized water with the addition of HCl to lower the pH value
to the target pH value, in this case a pH value of about 7.4
(Table 1). Water with the same pH value was added to the
solution to reach the desired concentration. This was similarly
done for the hexanoate solution, where NaOH was added to a
hexanoic acid solution to reach the target pH. Further, water
was added with the same pH to reach the desired concentration. The mixed solute solution was produced by equal
volumes from the two single solute 100 mM solutions, giving
roughly half the concentration of each species, i.e. 50 mM
sodium hexanoate + 50 mM hexylammonium chloride. This is
under the assumption that the density of the mixture is roughly
the mean of the two single solute solutions. A portable Thermo
Scientific pH meter was used during sample preparation,
calibrated using buﬀer solutions at pH 4 and 7 when measuring
the pH of acidic samples and calibrated with buﬀer solutions of
pH 7 and 10 when doing pH measurements for alkaline samples.
To determine if the organic ions were surface enriched we
compared the C 1s intensity of the solutions to a 500 mM sodium
formate solution that was measured in direct succession. Since
the formate ion is known to avoid the interface (see ref. 16, 29 and
30) it is possible by comparing intensities (after compensating
for concentration diﬀerences and normalizing to the number of
carbons per organic ion) to determine if the organic ion of interest
is surface enriched.
1.2

Molecular dynamics simulations

For better insight in the dynamics of the ions at the water
surface we have employed classical molecular dynamics (MD)
simulations. Following earlier recipe31–34 we used the GROMACS
software toolkit.35 Molecular interaction parameters were based
on the Generalized Amber force field (GAFF)36 in combination
with the TIP3P water model.37 This combination of force field
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and water model has been shown to reproduce an important
quantity in aqueous chemistry, the Gibbs energy of hydration,
for propanoic acid and n-butylamine, which are similar to the
molecules in this study.33 In an earlier MD study of pentanol in
water solution, we observed that the GAFF/TIP3P gave similar
results as the combination of force field OPLS/AA38 and SPC
water model.39 This gives confidence that the results from the
simulations are not force field dependent. Counter ions
(Na+ and Cl ) were also included in the simulation, and for
those the common Amber force field parameters were used.40
The actual GAFF parameters were created using the Antechamber
software,41 and the partial charges where determined using the
RESP method.42 RESP is an integral part of the Antechamber
package, which relies on either quantum calculations or, (as
were used here) empirical methods, such as AM1-BCC,43,44 to
provide the partial charges. Finally the topologies were then
translated into the GROMACS format using the ACPYPE
script.45 The set up of the simulation was done as follows:
(i) the hexylammonium and/or the hexanoate ions together
with inorganic ions, Na+ and Cl (acting as counter ions) were
solvated in a 4 nm  4 nm  4 nm water box. (ii) An energy
minimization simulation of the box was performed for 10 ps.
(iii) The simulation box was elongated four times in one
dimension to generate a liquid–vacuum interface. The final
simulation box has the dimension 4 nm  4 nm  16 nm.
(vi) A 50 ps pre simulation was performed to equilibrate the
system. (v) A final production run was performed, 20 ns. From
the final 20 ns simulations the last 10 ns were used for analysis.
To verify that the system was equilibrated we calculated the
drift in the total energy for the part of the trajectory we used
for analysis. All simulations showed a drift by less than
0.5 kJ mol 1, which can be compared to a standard deviation
of around 350 kJ mol 1. This ensures an equilibrated system.
The single solute solutions contained 54 organic ions with equal
amounts of counter ions and 6624 water molecules, while the
mixed solute solution contained 27 organic ions of each kind
with equal amounts of counter ions and 6649 water molecules.
We used a 1.1 nm cut-off both for the Lennard-Jones interactions
and the distance where the direct Coulomb interactions were
replaced by the particle mesh Ewald (PME) algorithm.46,47
To keep a constant temperature the Berendsen temperature
coupling algorithm was used, with a coupling constant of
0.1 ps.48 The bonds were constrained using the LINCS algorithm,49
and periodic boundary conditions were applied in all simulations.
The displayed density profiles were symmetrized.

2 Results and discussion
In this study we compare aqueous solutions of hexylammonium chloride (HexNH3+ Cl ) and sodium hexanoate (Na+
HexOO ) both by themselves and in mixture. In the following
sections, we report and discuss the changes in surface concentration, orientation and arrangement of the two organic ions in
the vapor–water interface upon mixing in comparison to the
single solute solutions.
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2.1

Surface enrichment and orientation

In Fig. 2a, the C 1s XPS spectra of 100 mM HexNH3Cl (blue
dash-doted), 100 mM NaHexOO (red dash double-doted), an
artificial sum of the spectra from the two single solute solutions
(green dashed) and the spectrum of the real mixed solute
system of 50 mM HexNH3Cl + 50 mM NaHexOO (black solid)
are depicted. Since the concentrations of the organic ions in the
single solute systems are double that of the mixed solute system
the artificial sum is divided by two for comparison.
Comparing the signal to noise ratio and intensity count
numbers for these bulk concentrations to a 500 mM sodium
formate solution (as described in the Method section), both
species are surface enriched in the single solute solutions,
which is expected due to the hydrophobicity of the alkyl chains.
If the two organic species would not aﬀect each other in the
mixed solute solution, the artificial sum and the real mixture
would display similar intensities. Clearly, the signal from the
real mixed solute solution is much stronger, i.e. that one or
both of the organic ions are even more surface enriched in the
mixed solute solution than in the single solute solutions. By
analyzing the spectral components originating from the two
organic species, CN, COO and CC, and also considering the
orientation of the organic ions one can see that both HexNH3+
and HexOO are more enriched both in absolute terms and
relative terms if normalizing to bulk concentration. Additionally, the orientation of one or both organic ions is such that the
alkyl chains points out from the surface in the mixed solute
solution. This is in contrast to the single solute solutions where
the HexNH3+ ions probably are laying flat on the surface while
the alkyl chains of the HexOO ions are pointing out. A detailed
discussion of the surface enrichment and orientation is presented in the ESI.†
The increased surface enrichment of the mixed solute solution
is also confirmed by the density profile from MD simulations

PCCP

displayed in Fig. 2c, where the organic ions accumulate on the
surface with their alkyl chains pointing out. In other words, the
bulk-surface equilibrium has shifted even more towards the
surface as we mix the two surface-active organic compounds.
The suggested mechanism behind the increased surface
enrichment is ion pairing between HexNH3+ and HexOO
which leads to a rearrangement of the ions at the aqueous
interface. The remaining part of this paper will explore this
mechanism further.
2.2

Ion pairing

A strong indication of ion paring between the organic ions is
seen in Fig. 2b where a binding energy diﬀerence of 0.36 eV
between the nitrogen 1s (N 1s) peak for the single HexNH3+
solution (blue solid) and the mixed HexNH3+ solution (black
dashed) is observed. The binding energy decrease is consistent
with the presence of a negative charge in the proximity of the
–NH3+ headgroup in the mixed solution. Binding energy shifts
related to contact ion pairing have been observed with XPS
previously, though less strong (about 0.1 eV).50 The shift of
0.36 eV indicates a stronger pairing of the ions investigated in
this work. We can rule out that the shift originates from proton
transfer, i.e. hexylamine, since such binding energy shift would
be about 2.4 eV, see ESI.† Ion paring between the organic
compounds is also observed in the radial distribution function
(RDF) calculated from the MD simulations. In Fig. 3a three
RDFs are presented from the mixed solution, between the
nitrogen in HexNH3+ and the two oxygens in HexOO (red
solid), between the terminal carbon of both molecules (black
dashed) and oxygen–oxygen of water (blue dash-doted) as a
reference. All RDFs are normalized to their maximum value for
comparison. The RDF between the headgroups displays a sharp
feature at about 2.8 Å and a smaller, broader one at about 4–5 Å.
The first feature is interpreted as a well defined distance

Fig. 2 (a) C 1s photoelectron spectra of aqueous 100 mM hexylammonium chloride (blue dash-dotted line), 100 mM sodium hexanoate (red dashdouble-dotted line), artificially created sum of two diﬀerent spectra from aqueous 100 mM hexylammonium chloride and aqueous 100 mM sodium
hexanoate (green dashed line, divided by two) and 50 mM hexylammonium chloride + 50 mM sodium hexanoate (black solid line). (b) N 1s photoelectron
spectra of 100 mM hexylammonium chloride (blue solid line) and the mixed solution (50 mM hexylammonium chloride + 50 mM sodium hexanoate:
black dashed line). (c) Density profiles from the MD simulations of the mixed solute solution, note that the densities are normalized to 1 at their highest
point in order to clearly display the positions of the ions at the surface. Also C6 in the label is the terminal carbon of the corresponding organic ion.
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between the N atom and the closest oxygen atom in HexOO
and the second feature is interpreted as a less well defined but
longer distance between the N atom and the second oxygen
atom in HexOO . Our simulations also suggest contact ion
paring between the headgroups of HexNH3+ and HexOO as
predicted from results of the experimental study. The RDF of
the two terminal carbons displays a broad feature with its
maximum at roughly 5 Å meaning that while the charged
groups have a well defined distance the alkyl chains are somewhat parallel and dangling back and forth with a higher degree
of freedom at a longer distance than the distance between the
headgroups.
2.3

Fig. 3 (a) Snapshot of the same cluster as shown in Fig. 1(a) but from
below illustrating how the structure of a cluster can look like. Note that the
ions in teal bonding to HexOO are sodium ions. (b) Radial distribution
function of the nitrogen in HexNH3+ and the oxygens in HexOO plotted
together with the RDF between the terminal carbon (C6) in HexNH3+ and
the terminal carbon (C6) in HexOO and water–water as a reference;
evaluated from the mixed solution. (c) Radial distribution function of the
nitrogen–nitrogen distance both in the single and the mixed HexNH3Cl
solution. (d) Radial distribution function of the COO to COO distance both in
the single and the mixed NaHexOO solution.
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Clustering and cooperative eﬀects

In the MD snap shot in Fig. 1a the organic molecules do not
form binary pairs at the surface but instead accumulate in
larger clusters assembling into chain like structures with their
alkyl chains pointing out of the surface. The same cluster is
also shown from beneath the surface in Fig. 3a, note that the
nearest neighbors of the organic ions are ions of opposite
charge. The RDFs between the COO carbons of HexOO are
displayed in Fig. 3d, for the single solute solution (blue dotted)
and the mixed solute solution (red solid). In both solutions
the HexOO seems to have a similar correlation. It is possible
that the counter ions (Na+) have a strong enough interaction
with the HexOO ions to counteract the Coulomb repulsion
between the headgroups of HexOO in the single solute solution.
Similarly, the RDFs between the N atoms (in HexNH3+) both in
the single solute solution and in the mixture are presented in
Fig. 3c. The RDF of the single solute solution (blue dotted) shows
an almost uniform distribution function from about 8 Å and
further away leveling out quickly, displaying no correlation.
This is in contrast to the RDF of the mixed solution where there
are several broad features at about 4.3 Å, 6.7 Å and 8.5 Å. The
HexNH3+ ions are thus not only closer to each other in the
mixture but they are also ordered.
This helps explaining the experimentally observed surface
enrichment. In the single solute cases, the equally charged
headgroups of the organic ions in the surface repel each other,
which does not favor a high surface coverage of organic ions.
In the mixed solute cases, however, the positive HexNH3+ ions
and the negative HexOO ions are each other’s counter ions, a
cooperative eﬀect which allows for a higher surface coverage of
organic ions. The clusters have a net charge per ion close to
zero, which is lower than the charge of the organic ions by
themselves. It is then not unexpected that a system with less
charge is more surface enriched than a system which otherwise
is similar, due to the energy gained by the screening water. On
top of the Coulomb interaction leading to an increased surface
enrichment, the alkyl chains are relatively closely packed. With
the alkyl chains pointing out of the surface, the organic ions
also gain energy by van der Waals interaction between the chains
instead of hydrogen-bonding with water. Both these eﬀects add
to the increased surface enrichment as the interactions are
facilitated by the surface, we call this a cooperative eﬀect.
Similar cooperative van der Waals interactions leading to
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Fig. 4 The inorganic counter ions form a sublayer underneath the organic ions in the single solute solution (a and b) but not as pronounced as in the
mixed solute solution (c). The organic ions are more surface enriched in the mixed solute solution (c), see ESI† for the same plots with diﬀerent scale.

surface enrichment of alcohols have been observed previously,
though the increased surface enrichment was not as high.16
With help of the MD simulations, we can also see how the
surface layer changes in terms of the inorganic ions, as shown
in Fig. 4. In the single solute solutions, panels Fig. 4a and b the
inorganic ions act as counter ions to the surface-enriched
organic ions. Together they form a structure resembling an
electric double layer, with the organic ions at the surface and
the inorganic ions in a sub-layer. Due to the strong surface
enrichment of the organic ions, the inorganic ions are also
strongly enriched in this sub-layer. In the mixed solute solutions,
Fig. 4c, the inorganic ions do not act as counter ions to the
organic ions, as the HexNH3+ and HexOO ions act as counter
ions each other, as discussed above. The inorganic counter ions
are therefore only slightly enriched in the sub-layer of the mixed
solute solutions. The cooperative eﬀects between the ions can
thus lead to quite diﬀerent surface structure and composition of
both the surface and the immediate sub-layer.
2.4

Conclusions

Alkyl amines and carboxylic acids are important atmospheric
organic compounds that exist in a wide range of pH values
around 7 as organic ions. Using a combination of surfacesensitive XPS measurements and MD simulations, we have
studied the surface composition of aqueous solutions of the
atmospherically relevant organic compounds hexylammonium
chloride and sodium hexanoate. Compared to solutions of the
individual species, the mixed solution exhibits an increased
surface enrichment of the organic ions, which we show to be
due to the cooperative eﬀect of ion-pairing between the two
ionic species and the formation of zig-zag chains. This leads,
already at low bulk concentrations, to clustering of the charged
organic species at the air–water interface with the hydrophobic
alkyl chains pointing towards the aerial side. This cooperative

27190 | Phys. Chem. Chem. Phys., 2018, 20, 27185--27191

behavior on the microscopic scale thus leads to a much more
organic-rich and hydrophobic surface than would be expected
from the bulk composition. Furthermore, the specific cooperative effect in this study may affect atmospherically relevant
surface properties and processes such as surface tension,
condensation and evaporation rates, water accommodation
and chemical aging of aerosols. Via aerosol growth and CCN
activity, these microscopic surface phenomena have macroscopic effects on the radiative forcing. Our results demonstrate
the importance of a detailed understanding of the surface
composition of aqueous solutions that is one of the key factors
to improve the modeling of aerosols in climate models.
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